
The Wilsons 
 
 
Refreshing, anointed, and serious about their calling in Southern Gospel Music, best describes this 
family, The Wilsons. 
 
This year they celebrate fourteen years of ministry (the last five being full-time)!  Their ministry has 
carried them to seventeen (17) states, the Bahama Islands, Jamaica, and the Grand Cayman Islands to 
minister the Gospel of Jesus Christ, performing approximately 150 services per year and seeing many 
surrender their lives to Him! 
 
During the course of their ministry, they have been given the distinct honor of sharing platforms and 
concert stages with such artists as:  Kingsmen, Gold City, JD Sumner & the Stamps, Phil Cross & Poet 
Voices, Karen Peck & New River, Dixie Melody Boys, Dixie Echoes, Bishops, Brian Free & Assurance, 
Ivan Parker, Tony Gore & Majesty, Whisnants, Jeff & Sheri Easter, Pfeifers, Heaven Bound, Hoppers, 
Jonathan Martin, Talley Trio, Steeles, Perrys, Lesters, Nelons, & Aaron Wilburn (as seen on the Gaither 
Video Series).   
 
For seven years, they were featured as a part of Gospel Music Night at the Prince William County Fair; 
the largest in the entire state of Virginia and made their second appearance for Virginia’s State Fair in 
Richmond, in addition to the Bedford County Fair in Bedford, PA. 
 
Their current single to radio stations is entitled “When It’s Down To You and Me” from their project 
“Keepin’ On”.  Their previous single “Inside Out” has received tremendous airplay by radio stations 
nationwide, therefore causing it to appear on Singing News Top 100 chart in March of 1998.  Their 
latest release is a project entitled “Reflections”.  They also just released a Christmas project entitled 
Christmas with The Wilsons.  Bob and Becky’s children, Aimee and Shaun, added their vocals to one 
song on this project and their daughter Aimee sang with her mom and dad on another song as well.  
They are excited to have their children as part of their ministry and look forward to featuring them 
even more in 2006.  The Wilsons are working on a brand new project entitled “Grace” that is due to 
be released mid/late summer of 2006.  Aimee and Shaun will be lending their vocals to this project 
and will be featured on several songs, and will be singing with Bob and Becky on approximately half 
of this project.  They believe that this project entitled “Grace” will be their best effort yet.  It is already 
receiving a tremendous response in services where the new material is shared.  An all hymns project is 
slated for release around Christmas of 2006.   
 
The Wilsons are comprised of Bob Wilson and his wife, Becky.  Also accompanying the Wilsons are 
Bob and Becky’s two children, Aimee and Shaun.   The Wilsons stress that Jesus is coming soon, time is 
of the essence, and the harvest is ripe.  Their desire is to win the lost at any cost.  Rest assured when 
having The Wilsons minister, you will truly be blessed. 
 


